Lab 6: Downloading and editing of external data: Level of education in Oslo

Map the differences in the level of education between the townships (bydeler) of Oslo in 1990 and 1998. This can be done in several ways, which means it’s even more important to be precise about what is actually being mapped when writing legends, titles and other labels or comments. Make sure your map is easily readable and publish it on your web page.

Hints

- Z:\GIS\modul6 contains a lot of files that might be useful.
- Statistics from SSB on this topic can be found at http://www.ssb.no/xls/emner/04/utdanning_as/200002/T-4.html
- Be aware that the 1998 figures of higher education are divided in two groups.
- The Norwegian letters æ, ø and å often cause some trouble in programs such as ArcMap.
- You can not make any changes to files that are located on Z:. If you want to edit them, copy the shapefile onto your M: domain.
- Lab3 takes you through the process of joining data.

Good luck!